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This paper presents general results on the probabilities of occurrences of patterns 
in trees, which serve to analyze a commonly used pattern matching algorithm on 
trees. It appears that for a wide class of statistics on trees, pattern-matching has  
linear expected time complexity (in contrast to a quadratic worst-case behaviour). 
The methods used are both combinatorial and analytic and prove useful in the 
evaluation of a wide class of tree algorithms. 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of locating the occurrences of a pattern tree in a (presumably 
larger) text tree is of interest in several areas of computer science. It arises 
for instance in the design of structured program editors, like the MENTOR 
system (Donzeau-Gouge et al, 1975), or in connection with code 
optimization in compiling in order to recognize cases of application of 
program transformations. Other applications occur in theorem proving or in 
the processing of nonprocedural programming languages; there one needs to 
detect contexts where a rewriting rule can be applied. Lastly, algebraic 
manipulation systems usually require reduction procedures which also 
include pattern-matching as a subproblem. 
Whereas pattern-matching on strings became very well known after the 
discovery of linear time algorithms for this problem (see, e.g., Morris & 
Pratt, 1970; Knuth et al, 1977; Boyer & Moore, 1977; Aho et aI, 1974), tree- 
matching has received relatively little attention. An early study appeared 
in (Karp et al, 1972), with a reconsideration of the problem in 
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(Overmars & Van Leeuwen, 1979) and a thorough algorithmic analysis with 
several new algorithms in (Hoffmann & O'Donnell, 1982). We propose here 
a detailed average ease performance analysis of sequential tree-matching. 
This algorithm is the simplest and most commonly used in practice: it 
operates by traversing the text tree (in preorder, say), calling on each node of 
the text tree a recursive comparison procedure to test for the possible 
occurrence of the pattern at hat node; the comparaison procedure is 
terminated as soon as a mismatch is detected. Our analysis will reveal that, 
despite a mediocre worst-case time complexity which is quadratic in the size 
of the inputs, the algorithm performs very well on the average. We show that 
the expected complexity of sequential tree-matching is only linear in the size 
of the arguments. 
Our interest here is largely in the combinatorial and analytic methods 
involved in the analysis of tree manipulation algorithms. In fact, the results 
obtained for the asymptotic probabilities of occurrences of patterns in trees 
are of general applicability and can be used to analyze the branch counting 
algorithms of (Karp et aI., 1972). Also, some of the methods developed here 
have proved useful in the analysis of a class of tree algorithms that includes 
formal differentiation and reduction of expressions (see Flajolet & Steyaert, 
1981). 
Our approach is fairly general in that it concerns tatistics corresponding 
to term trees of arbitrary composition, so that one is not restricted to only 
one or a few particular classes of trees (like binary trees or "general" planar 
trees). This makes it possible to closely model and analyze a fairly wide 
range of applications as those cited above. We combine a heavy use of 
generating functions (for exact counting) with methods from complex 
analysis (in order to derive useful asymptotic approximations) along the 
lines of Henrici's book (1974). 
A preliminary presentation of some of our results on tree-matching has 
been given in (Flajolet & Steyaert, 1980). Perhaps some of the interest of the 
present paper lies in its consideration of an algorithm with a more complex 
control structure (two mutually dependent recursive procedures) than is 
usual in similar exact analyses. 
Our work is related to several other studies on trees and tree algorithms. 
The basic results appear in Knuth (1968-1973, Vol 1, Sect. 2.3), which for 
instance contains estimates of path length in binary and general trees. The 
path length in many classes of trees is further discussed by Meir et al. 
(1980). Height of trees, corresponding to the storage complexity of tree 
traversal is discussed in (de Bruijn et al., 1972) (general trees) and 
(Flajolet&Odlyzko, 1982) (binary and other trees). Register allocation 
algorithms are considered in (Flajolet et al., 1979; Kemp, 1979; Meir et al., 
1980), and an analysis of binary tree-matching is given in (Flajolet, 1981). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we recall some of the 
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basic definitions on trees and their relation to terms; the sequential algorithm 
for tree-matching is also described there. Section 2 is devoted to a detailed 
investigation of the probabilities of occurrences of patterns in trees. 
Generating functions are central to our treatment: algebraic manipulations 
lead to exact results, and consideration of analytic properties leads to 
asymptotic estimations culminating  Theorem 1. This theorem expresses 
that asymptotically the probability of occurrence of a pattern decreases 
geometrically in the size of the pattern. Section 3 uses these results to 
analyze the average case behaviour of tree-matching. It is first shown that 
locating a fixed patternP in trees of size n has an average cost approx- 
imately equal to e(P) • n (Theorem 2), where e(P) is bounded above by some 
constant which depends only on the family of patterns under consideration. 
Finally we give an estimation of the average cost of locating a pattern in a 
larger tree (thereby averaging over all patterns and texts) of the form (n, by 
further use of methods from complex analysis. 
1. TREES, OCCURRENCES OF TREES, AND TREE-MATCHING 
We present here the basic definitions to be used throughout the paper. Our 
interest is in term trees (or expression trees), as they are usually considered 
in the literature. We give the definitions and describe the basic sequential 
tree-matching algorithm. 
Let S be a set of function symbols; each s C S has an arity v(s) which is a 
nonnegative integer. A tree on (S,v) is an oriented rooted tree 
(Knuth, 1968-1973)--sometimes also called a planar planted tree--that has 
nodes labelled with elements of S in such a way that if a is the label of a 
node with v(a) = k, then the node has exactly k descendents. A tree therefore 
represents a well-formed expression on (S,v). Using a notation of 
(Nivat, 1975), we let M(S, v) denote the set of all such trees. Throughout the 
paper we shall denote by IT] the size of a tree T, that is its total number of 
nodes. Fig. la displays an example of a tree associated to a term on a 
particular alphabet. 
Let S and v be given; define S + to be the set of symbols in S with a 
nonzero arity. The set of pattern trees corresponding to (S, v) is the set 
M(S', v'), where 
S '= S + U {x}, 
v'(s)=v(s) if s~S+;v' (x)=O. 
A pattern tree corresponding to (S, v) is thus nothing but a tree on S 
whose leaves are labelled with the symbol x. This symbol x plays the usual 
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FIG. 1. (a) A term tree TE M(S, v) corresponding to S = ~'; g, h, a, c, d} with v(g) = 3, 
v(f) = v(h) = 2, v(a) = 1, and v(e) = v(d) =0; (b) A pattern tree P. The occurrence of the 
pattern in the larger tree is pointed by an arrow. The star marks a 4 (partial) occurrence of P 
in T. 
role of a "don't-care" symbol which can be subsituted for an arbitrary tree in 
M(S,  v); see Fig. lb. 
DEFINITION. (i) root-occurrence: A pattern P with e x-symbols is said to 
occur at the root of a tree T¢ M(S ,  v) iff there exists a sequence (t~, t 2 ..... te) 
of trees in M(S,  v) such that T is obtained by substituting ts for the j th  x- 
symbol of P, for all j :  1 ~<] ~< e. 
(ii) occurrence: A pattern P is said to occur in T iff P occurs at the 
root of some subtree T' of T (where T' could be T itself). 
In plain words, a pattern P occurs in T if the planar representation of P 
can be matched at some place with the representation of T, with x-symbols 
covering arbitrary nodes. 
Detecting occurrences of patterns in trees can be easily achieved by an 
immediate recursive algorithm. First design a boolean procedure 
COMPARE (P, U) which tests sequentially in preorder if P occurs at the 
root of U. Next design the procedure MATCH (P, T) which performs a 
preorder traversal of T and applies COMPARE at every subtree of T 
encountered. The procedure MATCH determines all occurrences of P in T. 
The algorithm is given in Fig. 2. 
Later in the analysis of the matching procedure, we shall need the notion 
of a partial occurrence of a pattern. Given a pattern P, the prefix order- -or  
preorder--on the nodes of P is defined in the usual recursive way 
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function COMPARE (P: pattern, U: tree): boolean; 
begin 
A: if root (P) = x then return (true); 
B: if root (P) 4: root (U) then return (false); 
{let the subtrees of P be PI, Pz,...; let the subtrees of U be UI, U 2,... } 
C: for i from 1 to degree (root (P)) do 
D: if not COMPARE (Pi, Ui) then return (false); 
return (true) 
end; 
procedure MATCH (P: pattern, T: tree); 
begin 
if COMPARE (P, T) then write ("another occurrence of P found"); 
{let the subtrees of T be T~, T2,... } 
for i from 1 to degree (root (T)) do 
MATCH (P, 7",.) 
end; 
FIc. 2. Sequential treematching; "root" is a function which returns thelabel of the root 
of the tree it is called on; the symbol X i stands for the ith subtree of the root of tree X, 
subtrees being numbered from left to right. 
(Knuth, 1968-1973): every node precedes both its descendents and its right 
brothers. The k-segment of P, denoted [P]k, is defined as the tree obtained by 
deleting all internal nodes of preorder ank >k (with rank counted amongst 
internal nodes only), replacing pruned subtrees connected to one of the first 
k internal nodes by the symbol x. For instance, the k-segments of the pattern 
of Fig. I are displayed in Fig. 3. 
We shall say that P has a k-partial occurrence--or k-occurrence for 
short--in T if, for some subtree U of T, [P]k-~ occurs at the root of U and 
[P]k does not occur at the root of U. 
Partial occurrences are related to executions of the procedure COMPARE 
when a mismatch is detected: when procedure COMPARE (P, T) returns the 
l P ] l  = f [P I2  = f [P ]3  = f 
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FIG. 3. The segments [P]k of P for k = 1 ... 6. 
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value false, a mismatch as been detected on some node of P, say the kth; 
then P has a k-occurrence at root (T) but not a (k + 1)-occurrence at that 
node. 
2. COUNTING TREES AND OCCURRENCES OF PATTERNS 
In this section we present various exact and asymptotic ounting results 
concerning trees and occurrences of patterns. We start wi h equations over 
generating functions of a form that reflect rather directly the inductive 
definitions introduced in part 2.1. These equations can be solved 
algebraically using the inversion theorem of Lagrange-B/irmann, and this 
leads to some "exact" enumeration result (part 2.2) for particular cases. 
Further consideration of analytic properties of the intervening enerating 
functions (especially singularities) leads to some simple formulae for the 
asymptotic probabilities of occurrences of patterns which obey in the limit a 
geometric law (parts 2.3, 2.4). 
2.1. Basic Equations for Generating Funetions 
The size of a tree is as usual the total number of nodes it comprises. We 
shall estimate for a family M(S, v) and for each n the number a, of trees of 
size n in the family. To do so, we introduce the generating function 




The generating function of M(S, v) satisfies the equation 
A (z) = zq~(A (z)), (1) 
k>O 
with s k the number of symbols in S which have arity k: 
sk=card{v-l(k)}. 
Proof This result is classical (see, e.g., Good, 1965; Meir & Moon, 
1978; Raney, 1960). To see it, write formally the equation defining 
J = M(S, v) as 
H = ~ co(~/, 5¢',..., ~/), (2) 
wES 
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where in each term co(~, d,. . . ,  d ) ,  the number of d ' s  is equal to the arity 
of co. Now the generating function of ~e" can also be written as 
A(z)= ~ z It', (3) 
T6~ 
as is readily checked by grouping terms corresponding to zn; A(z) can thus 
be seen to derive from d by replacing each of the symbols composing a T in 
J by a z. Applying this transformation to (2), we obtain for A(z) the 
equation 
A(z)-- Z z(A(z)) °~°~ 
toES 
= z z s~(A(z)) k, 
k 
as was to be shown. | 
This symbolic way of deriving generating functions is inspired by works of 
Schfitzenberger (Berstel, 1978). It can be extended to count multisets of trees 
as shown in Flajolet (1981) and in similar developments of Berstel and 
Reutenauer (1982). To simplify the discussion, let co be a symbol of arity 3; 
let ~', ~" ', ~ be multisets of trees, so that ~," is the multiset of trees in J 
with T having multiplicity u(T); similar notational conventions are adopted 
for Y' and ~'Y. 
The multiset 
= co(~, ~,  ~3 
is by definition 
,Z '= ~ u(T 0 u(r2) w(T3) co(T,, T2, T3). (4) 
TI,T2~T3 
The generating function associated to ~," is 
U(z) = ~ unz n with 
and it can again be written as 
u°= ~ u(r) 
IT l=n 
U(z) = X u(T) ~ .  
T 
With obvious notations, we see that (4) translates into 
x(z) = zU(z) V(z) W(z). (5) 
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Noticing that J is nothing but a multiset with each element having 
multiplicity 1, we thus find that the multiset ~ defined by 
Y ~--- Z (u(T1) ~- u(T2) "~ w(T3)) °)(Tl, T2, T3) 
T1,T2, T3 
satisfies the equation 
(6) 
and, therefore (again with obvious notations), 
r(z) = z(~(z)  + V(z) + W(z))A(z) 2. (7) 
The translation schemes from (4) to (5) and from (6) to (7) clearly extend 
to arbitrary arities. They make it possible to translate "at sight" inductive 
definitions of valuations obtained by combinations of sums and products into 
equations over generating functions. Extensive use of them will be made in 
the sequel. If the reader wishes to avoid this formalism, he or she can take it 
as a heuristic procedure and test the equations we derive by returning in each 
case to the underlying recurrences. 
Let now P be a pattern formed with i internal nodes and e external nodes. 
P be the total number of  occurrences of  P in all PROPOSITION 2. Let o n 
trees in d o f  size n. Then 
Op(z ) ~ p , zi + dA(z) = °nz = 1Ae l(z) dz 
n>O 
Proof For a given P and a tree T let ~r(P, T) denote the number of 
occurrences of P in T, and define 
p = 3 ~ ~(t', T). T. 
T 
Let ~(P, T) be equal to I if P has a root-occurrence in T, and 0 otherwise. 
Similarly, introduce 
~ = ~ ,(P, T). ~. 
T 
From the definition of occurrence follows that 
Ov=~+ Z °'( ~ ,~¢,~¢, ' ' ' ,~)+~' (~¢ '0~'d  ..... d )  
wES + 
+. . .+  ~,(d,  ~¢, ~¢ ..... G~). (8) 
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Adhering to the previous convention of representing generating fu ctions of 
multisets by corresponding straight letters, we can translate (8) into 
OP(z) = RJ'(z) + ~ z&O(z) v(aQ A(z) ~(~)-' 
o, (9) 
= RV(z) + zOP(z) q~'(A(z)) 
with q~'(u)= (d/du) q~(u). 
We now proceed to the determination of ~P by induction on the structure 
of P: 
,_@x = d ,  
and if P = ~o(P~, P2 ..... Pr), then 
,~p = ~o(Sgv~ , p2 ..... ,~pr). (10) 
Thus we have 
RX(z) = A(z), (1 la) 
RP(z) = zRP'R 1"2 ... R pr for P = ~o(P,, P2,..., Pr), 
and from these last two equations follows that 
RV(z) = z'A (z) e. (1 lb) 
Solving now in (9) for 0 v and using the explicit expression (11) for R p we 
thus find 
z iA(z)  e 
OP(z) = 1 - zq~'(A(z))" 
To obtain the final form, we notice that differentiating (1) with respect to 
z, we have 
A'  = ~(A)  + zA'q~'(A), 
so that 
1 - - zq~' (A) - - - -  
q,(A ) A 
A ' zA' 
and the result follows. [[ 
We notice here that OP(z) depends only on the number of internal and 
external nodes of P. If these are respectively i and e, we shall thus write 
Op(z) = o;'e(z). 
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The above result also applies to counting partial occurrences and as such it 
will be used in Section 3 for the complete analysis of tree-matching. 
2.2. Enumerative Results 
The equation satisfied by the generating function A(z) can in some cases 
be solved explicitly when cp is a rational fraction of a low degree: this 
corresponds either to cases where only symbols of small arity are 
allowed--as, e.g., in binary trees--or to situations where the set of allowable 
degrees is sufficiently regular as happens for general trees corresponding to
one symbol for each arity. The corresponding cb functions are, respectively, 
(1) q~(u) = 1 + u 2 for binary trees, where 1 corresponds to leaves and 
u 2 to binary nodes, and 
(2) q~(u)=l+u+u 2+ . . . .  1 / ( l -u )  for general trees, each u i, 
i/> 0, corresponding to i-ary nodes. 
In such cases, explicit forms for the number of trees and the number of 
occurrences may be found by computing Taylor expansions of the functions 
in a standard way. 
In most cases, however, these equations cannot be solved explicitly; we 
rewrite the equation for A (z) as 
A(z) 
Z - -  - -  
• (A (z))" 
We are thus faced with the problem of inverting the function u/~(u). The 
solution of the inversion problem has long been known; given a function 
f(z), we let [z"] f (z)  denote its nth Taylor coefficient: if
f ( z )= ~ Lz" ,  
n~>O 
then 
[z']f(z) =L .  
THEOREM (The Lagrange-Bfirmann inversion theorem for analytic 
functions). Let ~P(u)= Zn>~o s,u" be an arbitrary power series (So 4: 0), 
and let A (z) be the solution of the equation 
A(z) = z*(A(z)). 
Then the coefficients ofA are given by 
[z"]a(z) =--l[u" 1](q,(u))", 
n 
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and the coefficients of powers of A satisfy 
[z'] Ak(z) = k [u,_~](q~(u))," 
This theorem therefore xpresses a relation between the coefficients of the 
powers of a function and the coefficients of its inverse function. This 
algebraic result is classically proved by complex analysis methods 
(Good, 1965); one can also refer to Comtet (1970) or Raney's interesting 
combinatorial proof in Raney (1960). As an immediate application, we find 
PROPOSITION 3. The number of trees of size n satisfies 
1 a, - - - [u ' - ' ]  
- -  n 
e.i satisfies The number of occurrences o, 
,,e [U °-'-e] 
O n ~-- 
Proof The last part of the assertion follows from the fact that Oe(z) can 
be rewritten as 
1 z i+ ldAe(z ) .  | o"e(z )  = e 
APPLICATIONS. (a)Binary trees:in this case S is formed of a unique 
nullary symbol and a unique binary symbol so that 
• (u) = 1 + u 2. 
One can solve (1) explicitly for A(z) getting 
A(z) = 
and from Proposition 3, 
1(2n) 
a2n+ l -  n + 1 n 
i , i+~ (2n+l--i) 
02n+ 1 z n - -  i 
which checks with the expression of A(z). 
1 -- V/1 - 42  "2 
2Z 
(the Catalan numbers), 
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(b) General trees: for each integer >/0, S comprises a unique symbol 
of arity r. Thus 
1 q~(u)= 1 + u + u 2 + - 
l - -u"  
One can again solve (1) for A(z) and here 




1 (2n -2  
an=n\  n -1  ) 
and 
i,e ( 2n -  2 i -e -1 )  
on = n - - i - -1  " 
(c) t-ary trees: S is formed of a unique nullary symbol and a unique t- 
ary symbol for some t >~ 2; then 
q)(u) = 1 + u t 
and 
_ 1 ( tn+l )  
atn+l  tn + 1 n ' 
i,e ( tn+l - - i )  for 
Otn+lZ  \ n- - i  e=( t - -1 ) i+ l .  
(d) up-to-t trees: S comprises a unique k-ary symbol for each k, 
0 ~< k ~< t. Then 
~(u)= l + u + u 2 + .. .+ u t -  - 




t 1 n -1  " 
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For more properties on the Catalan numbers 1/(n + 1)(2. ") and the cases 
(a), (b) see Knuth (1968-1973). 
2.3. Asymptotic Probabilities of  Pattern Occurrences 
i,e is the probability that pattern P o~/na,, also written n, , The quantity n n = 
P occurs at a random node in a random tree in J of size n (taking all trees 
of size n to be equally likely). From the expressions obtained in part 2.2, one 
can see that: 
(1) For binary trees: 7r~,+l -~ 2- i ;  
e - i  2 e+l  (2) For general trees: rc n ~ 4 
' P  --i. (3) For t-ary trees: 7rt,+l ~ t , 
as  n--~ oo.  
We show in this section that the exponential decrease of the probability of 
occurrence of a pattern with the size of the pattern (observed here on special 
cases from closed binomial forms) represents indeed a general phenomenon. 
To do so, we shall impose two mild conditions on the families of trees con- 
sidered: 
C l: There exists an absolute constant M such that for each k the 
number of symbols of arity k is bounded by M: 
Vk s k <~ M; 
C2: The s n satisfy the GCD condition: 
gcd{nls . 4: O} = 1. 
Conditions C 1 is not restrictive since it is satisfied by all conceivable prac- 
tical applications. As a matter of fact it could even be further relaxed and 
replaced by 
C l ' :  Vk sk <M ~. 
Condition C2 is a technical requirement which makes it easier to present 
the analytical developments of this section. We shall see later that our 
methods can in fact be extended to cover situations like t-ary trees where it is 
not satisfied. 
THEOREM 1. Assuming conditions C 1 and C2, a pattern composed of  e 
i,e external nodes and i internal nodes has a probability n,  of  occurrence at a 
random node in a random tree of  size n which satisfies asymptotically as 
n -~ <20: 
7r,, -- + 0 , 
643/58/1-3 3 
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where T is the smallest positive root of the equation 
- uq '(u) = o 
and 
p = 
Theorem 1 is obtained by means of asymptotic estimates for the quantities 
i,e and a n that define the probabilities. The result for a n is known (Meir & On 
Moon, 1978) but since we need extensions of it we shall start with a brief 
review of it. The remainder of this section is devoted to the developments 
necessary for a proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM (Meir & Moon, 1978). 
family obeying C 1, C2 satisfies 
where 
The number of trees of size n for a 
an=tip nn-3/2 (1+0( -~)  ). 
fl = V/q~(r)/27r~"(r), p = r/~(r), 
and r is the smallest positive root of the equation 
- = o .  
Since q~(u) is analytic at 0 and q~(0) 4: 0, the function u/q~(u) is invertible 
by the inversion theorem for analytic functions (Cartan, 1961), so that A(z) 
has a nonzero radius of convergence. This radius is also finite and ~1 since 
for infinitely many n, 
an/>l.  
Let us denote this radius by p. Quantity p is related to the exponential 
growth of the a n since a general result for analytic functions entails that 
lira sup {al. In} = p 1. 
n~oo 
The nature of the singularities of A(z) further determine the multiplicative 
(subexponential) factors of p n in the asymptotic expansion of an. 
By the inversion theorem, u/q~(u) remains invertible--and A(z) remains 
analytic--as long as 
. o .  
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Let us consider the equation 
d ]--~u)]=O or equivalently @(u) -- u~'  (u) = O; (12) 
du 
this equation can be rewritten as 
V (n -  1)snu'=So.  
n)2 
Since all the coefficients s i are nonnegative, the above quation has a unique 
solution of smallest modulus which is real positive, uniqueness being 
guaranteed by C2. Let this solution be denoted by r. We thus have that A(z) 
is singular when it takes value r. The corresponding value of z is 
r 1 
- q~'(r}- ; (13)  qS(r) 
and one can check that for values of z smaller than (13), A(z) is analytic. 
Thus the radius of convergence of A is 
r 1 
(14) P = ~(r ) -  qb'(z') 
Again by condition C2, this is the unique singularity of A on its circle of 
convergence. As was to be expected, we check that 
p < 1 and p < r. 
Now to determine the behaviour of A around p, we expand u/~(u) around 
r. Function A is thus the solution in u of 
rq~"(r) 
r \~ G(u - r)" with c 2 - z -  q~(r) t- ,~  2~'(r) n)2 
or  
z -P=c2(u -O 2 1+ ~' 772(U-- 
n)3  
Thus taking square roots 
CO --Z) 1/2 = j- le211/2 (U -  r)/1 + ~ d~(u-  r)"[. (15) 
L n>l  1 
For each sign (+), Eq. (15) has a solution (again by the inversion theorem) 
in terms of (p - z) 1/2. The function A (z) corresponds to the minus sign. Thus 
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u (i.e., A(z)) in Eq. (15) is locally an analytic function of (p -z )  ~/2. 
Inverting (15), we thus derive a convergent expansion of A(z) around z--p: 
A(z)----r+ ~_~ e. ( l - -Z )  n/2. 
n>~l \ P /  
Grouping according to parity of the exponents, we thus find 
Z ) 1/2 
A(z )=g(z )  1 -p  +h(z)  
for some g and h analytic around p, with 
g(p)  = - h (p )  = 
The theorem of Darboux, based on an appropriate use of Cauchy's 
theorem (Darboux, 1878; Henrici, 1974), asserts that asymptotically the nth 
Taylor coefficient of A(z) is equivalent to the nth coefficient of the dominant 
singular part. 
THEOREM (Darboux, 1878). Let a(z) = Y~ anz n be a function analytic in 
the open disk of radius p, which has a unique singularity on its circle of 
convergence at z = p. Assume furthermore that in a neighbourhood of z = p 
the function satisfies 
with the conditions: 
a(z ) - (1 -p )  ~g(z)+h(z)  
(i) s  \i0, -1 ,  -2,... /, 
(ii) g and h are analytic at z = p, 
(iii) g(p) = 7 ~ 0. 
Then the nth Taylor coefficient a n satisfies 
an=_p- ,n  s lJJ___(F(s) 1+O(1) ) ,  
where F is the Euler gamma function. 
In our case s =--½; hence 
a n ~ ~ p -nn-3 /2  
with the error terms being of order O(1/n). 
(17)  
(18) 
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Notice now that for afixed k, raising (16) to the kth power shows that 




gk(p) = _kr k- ' V/2q~(r)/q~,,(r). 
Thus by another use of the theorem of Darboux we obtain 
It is now an easy task to translate these results into probabilities of 
occurrences: 
n-- i  i,e i o,, - [ z " -  l(A (z)) e 
f 
_n - i  fler~. ,p-.+i(n_i) 3/2 (1+0(~_ i )  ), 
e 
whence 
7~in, e __ On __ p i re -  1 (1  + 0 
na n 
which concludes the proof of theorem 1. 
The method used in the above proof does not allow derivation of uniform 
estimates for [z"] Ak(z) when n and k become simultaneously arge. Such 
estimates are however equired for Section 3. 
2.4. Uniform Estimates on Probabilities of Pattern Occurrences 
We thus proceed to derive estimates on the coefficients of A k(z) in a 
different way. Let 
atk, [z,](A(z))~. 
n 
By Cauchy's theorem this quantity can be expressed as the integral 
1 ~r dz (20) a( ,~)=~ (A(z))kz,+l, 
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where the contour F lies inside the domain of analyticity of A and simply 
encircles the origin. As in Meir & Moon (1978), we shall perform a change 
of variable making A(z) the independent variable. We shall thus set in (20): 
y=A(z) ,  so that z=y/q~(y) and dz= ((q~(y)_yq~,(y))/@(y)2) dy. Thus 
(20) becomes 
dy (21) _(k) = 1 q~"-~CY)Cq)(Y)--YqJ'(Y)) y.-k+~ un 2izc 
with C the image of F under z. Since A (z) transforms a small contour around 
the origin in the z plane into a small contour around the origin in the y 
plane, we can choose for F a sufficiently small but arbitrary contour simply 
encircling 0; then by extension, C can be taken as an arbitrary contour 
around 0 inside the domain of analyticity of qt Expression (21) can be 
estimated without the problem arising from the singularities of the integrand 
in (20). We shall use the saddle-point method (deBruijn, 1961; 
Henrici, 1974) which is a standard way of estimating integrals depending on 
large parameters. It consists in taking a contour of integration that crosses 
the critical points of the integrand, i.e., the points where the derivative of the 
integrand is 0. There, the topography of the modulus of the integrand is like 
a "col" or a saddle-point and one can hope for a localization of the 
contribution of the integral around these points. Localized integrals are then 
evaluated by means of local expansions of the integrands. 
To evaluate a(~ > as given by (21), we shall choose as contour of 
integration the circle 
= {z I lzl = ft. 
As in Meir & Moon (1980), this choice is motivated by the fact that r is a 
saddle-point of the "main" part of the integrand as n gets large, namely, of 
(qg(y)/y)" '. 
PROPOSITION 4. There exists a constant M such that for all k, n >~ 1, 
a(k) ~ M • p-nTk 1 
n 
Proof For all y C ~,  we have 
and 
75 
I~(y)l 4 ~(v)=-  
P 
I cPCy) --yCP'(y)l < Mo 
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for some constant M o. Hence, 
(k l ( Idyl 
a" )~- - '2 : r  J~lq'(Y)l" I Iq~(Y)-Y~'(Y)I lyl" ~+, 
<~ (Mop) p-"r *-1. 1 
A better approximation valid when k is relatively small compared to n is 
obtained by refining the estimates in the integral expressing a(ff ) in (21). The 
basic idea is to split this integral into two parts: 
where 
%={z/ l z l=rand-e~Arg(z )~e} and %=~\~,  
taking e = log 2 n/v/n. 
This choice is made so that (i) the integral along ~ is negligible being 
exponentially small, and (ii) e is small enough so that local expansions on 
the integrands can be performed to estimate the integral along ~.  We thus 
write 
where 
alk) I l 4- 12, 
ay 
1 j, q~,_,(y)(q~(y)_yqg,(y))yn_k+~, I I = ~-  % 
• dy  
z2 : j% 
LEMMA 1. For some positive constant d the integral I z satisfies 
1121 4p "rk-lO(n a.log3n) as n~ co, 
where the 0(. )factor is uniform in n and k. 
Proof We start with the triangular inequality in the form 
I q,(y)l ~< q,(r) - So - Sl r + ISo + s, Y/. 
Using obvious majorizations, we get when y E ~2, 
ISo 4, sl Y] ~< ]So 4, slreiq 
~< So + Slr - O(e2), 
(22) 
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for e small enough. Hence for some positive d and n large enough, (22) 
becomes 
I q~(y)l ~< q~(v)(1 - de2). (23) 
Let M o be an upperbound on ] q~(y)-Yq~'(Y)I when y C ~. We thus find 
1 ~ e 1121 ~ -  ~(r)  n-I (1 -de2) ' - lMo  Idyl 2 Tn-k+ 1 
~< p- ,  + lr~-1M0(1 _ de2),-i. 
Now since e = log 2 n/x/n, we have 
(1 - dg2)  n -1  = e -dl°g4n+O(l) 
= O(n-dl°g '") 
and 12 is thus exponentially small compared to p - ' r  k-~. II 
We proceed by estimating 11. For this purpose, we set 
y = re io 
and along ~ we have 10 t ~ e. We can expand the various expressions that 
appear in the integrand in terms of 0, 0 being small, and evaluate the 
corresponding integrals. 
LEMMA 2. With e=logZn/v/n and for all values of k satisfying 
k ~k/~/1og 3 n, we have 
11 =p-nrk - l (K  + O(k3n 5/2)), 
where 
with 
1 c +~ e_AnO2(B02 K= + ce') dO 
T2~)tt(T) r 3 
A --  2q~(r) ' B = kr2q~"(r )  + -~- q~"( r ) ,  C = 
msav'(r) a~"'(r) 
Furthermore the 0( .  ) in the error term above is uniform in k and n. 
Proof. For convenience we take 0 as the independent variable in the 
integral for 11 . We have 
Tk-n 
~+~ ~' - ' (y ) (qS(y)  _yq~,(y)) e-'C'-k) o dO (25) I 1 -  27r _~ 
6qJ(r) 
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with y = re i°. Performing standard expansions, we find 
~(y)  = @(r) exp{i0 - B 1 02 + B z iO 3 + B3 04 + O(05)}, 
1 - y -- C, iO + C 2 02 + C3 iO3 + 0(04) (26) 
for some well-determined real constants B1, B 2, C~, C 2, C3,..., that can be 
expressed in terms of r, ~(r),  q~'(r),.... Notice also that B~ is strictly positive. 
Hence returning to (26), 
1 ~+~ I 1 = ~ rk-"q~(v)" j~  e-n(B l02  B2iO3--B304+O(05)) 
X [Cl iO + C2 02 + C 3 iO 3 + 0(04)] e ~k° dO. (27) 
Since both rtc 3 and ke are small: 
log 6 n 
ne 3 -- and 




log n'  
e "8-'04 = 1 -nB304 + 0(n208), 
e nB2i03 1 nB2iO 3 1 2n2,q6 = - -  - -  ~n /~2 U @ O(n309) ,  
k202 
e ik° = 1 + ikO - ~- -  + 0(k303), 
I1 = 2zc 
× f e -°"'°2 Z 9,0' + 0<04 + n30 l°) dO 
--e i= l  
(28) 
for some D~, D 2 ..... depending on k, n and the previous B 's  and C's. 
The integrals corresponding to D~ O, D303, and D 5 05 vanish identically by 
symmetry. As to the error terms, they can be bounded since 
~o F((a + 1)/2) .)/z), e-b"°20'~ dO-  2(nb).~+1)/2 = O(n -('~+ (29) 
with F the Euler gamma function. We thus find 
+~ 
27rllVn-kcI~(r) -n =f  e-nB~°2(D202 +94 04 +D606) d0 
- -6  
+ O(k3n -5/2) + O(n-S/z). 
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Explicit calculation of the constants involved in the previous expansions 
shows that 
• T 2 
r2@"(z) D 2 = kTq~"(z) + ~- ~"(z) ;  
B ,= 2q~(r------'y- ' 
nr4~"(r) q~" (r) 
0 4 = 6 ~/) (,r) 
Finally we can eliminate the terms corresponding to D 6. In fact, the 
monomials (in n and k) constituting D 6 are of order O(nk 3) and their total 
contribution, using (29) reduces to 
O(k3n 5/2). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. II 
We can now conclude with the estimates on the coefficients _~k~ We have (d  n • 
found in Lemmas 1 and 2 that 
a(k) . +/2  rt - -  11  
=p-"T '(K+ O(k3n-'/2)) + O(n 
=a-" r  k '(K + O(k3n-'/2)), 
where the integral K is 
C f+~ K= ~'-~ f+ee_ano202 dOq- 2-~ -e e A"0204 dO. 
In each of these two integrals, the integration interval can be extended from 
oo to +oo; the error terms involved in the process are of the form 
and, since e = log a n/x/n, they are exponentially small in n. Hence, 
a(k~ B (+~ C .+o0 
" - e-A"°20: dO + J e A"O204 dO 
p- .rk 1 2rr ~_~ ~ -o~ 
+ O(k3n 5/2). 
in (29). Using the explicit The values of these integrals have been given 
values for B and C, we find 
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PROPOSITION 5. For k ~ ,v/n/log3n the coefficients of  the powers of  
series A satisfy 
where the 0 ( .  ) error term is uniform in k and n. 
We can now state the stronger version of Theorem 1 which provides 
uniform error bounds on probabilities of pattern occurrences (conditions C 1 
and C2 are again assumed here). 
i,e that a pattern with i internal nodes THEOREM lB. The probability 7r n 
and e external nodes occurs in a random tree of  size n satisfies for  all i and 
), 
with the 0 ( .  ) of  the error terms being uniform in e, i, and n. 
Proof By Proposition 2, we have 
i,e gl(e) 
i.e On n -- i 
- - - ° - '  (30)  7"(/ /  - -  
na n e na  n 
and by Proposition 5, 
= pi75 e i - ~/2 e 2 , (, (l +o(-}) (31) 
when e~<~/n i / l og3(n - i ) .  If, furthermore, i<~n ~/3 then (1 - i /n )  1/2= 
1 + O(i/n) and the theorem is established. | 
3. THE COMPLEXITY OF TREE MATCHING 
In this section, we apply the estimates for probabilities of occurrences 
obtained in Section 2 to a detailed analysis of sequential tree-matching. To 
do so we start with an analysis of the flow of control of the algorithm; this 
shows that the relevant parameters are the number of occurrences and partial 
occurrences of the pattern together with other characteristics of the shape of 
the pattern. Theorem 1 can then be used to derive an asymptotic expression 
for the average search time with a fixed pattern P in all text trees of size n 
(part 3.1). We then use the stronger estimates of part 2.4 to derive the 
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average search time with a random pattern and a random text as a function 
of the sizes of the inputs (Part 3.2). 
3.1. A Flow Analysis of Sequential Tree-Matching and the Average Search 
Time with a Pattern 
We now return to the procedures MATCH and COMPARE of Section 1. 
When COMPARE (P, U) is executed for some subtree U of T, two 
situations may occur: 
(i) COMPARE returns the value "true," in which caseP has an 
occurrence at the root of U, or 
(ii) COMPARE returns the value "false," which means that for some 
k, P has a k-partial occurrence at the root of U. 
Throughout his section, let e (resp. i) again be the number of external 
nodes (resp. internal nodes) of P. In case (i) (e + i) recursive calls of 
COMPARE are performed; amongst hese, e only go through the A test and 
i require going through the A test, the B test and the control of the C loop. 
Counting the cost of the initial call (and last exit) we thus find for 
COMPARE a cost rcompare(P, U) which is 
rcompare(P, U) = C 1 + c2e + c3i, (32) 
for some constants cl, c 2, c 3. 
Consider now case (ii). Let fp(k) be the number of leaves (external nodes) 
of P dominated by an internal node of preorder ank (amongst internal nodes 
of P) less than k; fp(k) is also the number of leaves visited by COMPARE 
before a mismatch is detected. The situation is entirely similar to the 
previous case and the cost is now 
Z'cornoare(P , U) = c~ + c2fe(k) + c3k. (33) 
The modified constant c'~ accounts for the different path in the algorithm 
being followed when returning a value "false." 
EXAMPLE. The function fp associated to the pattern P of Figs. 1, 3 is 
given below: 
k 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
fp(k) 0 0 0 1 2 4 4 5 
The function is extend by the natural convention that 
fe(O) = O, fp(i + 1) = e. 1 
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Define rmatc h (]9, T) to be the cost of the matching algorithm applied to 
arguments P and T. MATCH is composed of a preorder traversal of T which 
has cost c 0n, for some time constant c o with n the size of T, and of the calls 
COMPARE (P, U) for all U subtrees of T. Thus 
Tmatch(P , T) = Con + ~. rcompare(P , U) 
with the sum extended to all subtrees U of T. This last summation is 
obtained by taking a weighted sum of expressions (32). Recalling that 
~r(P, T) is the number of occurrences of P in T, we see that a successful 
match (case (i) above) occurs exactly zr(P, T) times. 
An unsuccessful match (case (ii) above) with mismatch on the kth 
internal symbol of P occurs as many times as there is a k-partial occurrence 
of P in T, i.e., with frequency 
D~(IPIk_ l, T) -- ~r([PI~ , T). 
We have thus established that 
rmatch(P , T)  = Con + (c I + Cze + c3i ) tr(n, 7") (34) 
+ \_~ (c' l + c2fp(k) + c3k) 
l<~k~m 
X (zr([P]k ,, 7" ) -  zr([Plk , T)). 
This formula completes the flow analysis of tree-matching. In order to apply 
Theorem 1 to partial occurrences, we need a function describing for all k the 
number of leaves of the segment [P]~ l of P. 
DEFINITION. For a pattern P, the function gv: [ 1 ..... i + 1 ] ~ [0 ..... e - 11 
is defined by 
ge(k) =-  1 + number of external nodes of [P]k-1, 
with the convention that gp(1)= 0. In particular, ge(i + 1)= e -  1. 
EXAMPLE. For our standard example P of Figs. 1-3, we have 
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ge(k) 0 1 1 3 4 4 4 
3.2. The Average Search Time of a Fixed-Pattern 
Combining the analysis of the last section with the asymptotic 
probabilities of occurrences given by Theorem 1, we can now state the result 
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giving the average search time of P in all text trees of size n, which is defined 
as 
rrnatch (P;n)=~-nn Z rmatch(e,T). 
Irl =n 
The average search time of a pattern P in texts of size n THEOREM 2. 
satisfies 
Z'matc h (P; n) = n.  [d o + dlpir e-~ + d2v(P ) + d 3 w(P)] + 0(1), 
where do, d 1 , d z, d 3 are implementation dependent constants and v(P) and 
w(P) are given by 
v(P) = pk lrgp(k) ' 
l<~k<~i 
w(P)= ~ ( fp (k ) - fe (k -  1))pk-lrge(k). 
l~<k<i+l 
The result follows directly from formula (34), above, noticing Proof 
that, by Theorem 1, the probability of occurrence at a random node in the 
text of P is pire-1 + O(1/n); and of [P]k 1 is pk-lrge(k ) + O(1/n), and using 
a simple "summation by parts." II 
Theorem 2 describes in an accurate way that the average search time for a 
fixed pattern is linear. The linearity was expected since a priori, 
Tmatc h (P; n) = o(]eln). 
The interesting fact is that the coefficient of n in the expression of Theorem 2 
is much smaller than IPI; the exponential decrease of occurrence 
probabilities entails that partial matches on the average tend to fail quite 
early (a fact consistent with the programmer's intuition). 
PROPOSITION 6. There exists an absolute constant  dma x (dependent only 
on the family of trees considered) sueh that 
rmatc h (P; n) ~< dma x • n 
for all patterns P and all n >~ 1. 
Proof. The result follows from two facts: first, the O(1) error term in 
Theorem 2 can be bounded by an absolute constant (i.e., it is uniform in P); 
second, the valuations v and w are both uniformly bounded. 
Let us first notice that for any family of trees there exist constants A, 0 
with 0 < 0 < 1 such that for every pattern of type (i, e) 
pire 1 < Aoi+e.  (35) 
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When r < 1, this is quite clear since p < r and we can take 0 = r and A = r. 
When r ~> 1, which means that q~ is a polynomial and the set of symbols in S 
is finite, each tree P of type (i, e) satisfies 
e<~i(a- 1)+ 1, 
where ~r = deg(q~) is the maximum arity of a symbol. We also have from the 
definition of p, r the inequality 
pr~ i < 1. 
Combining the previous two inequalities hows that 
piT:e-I <piz(o l)i < (pzO-l)i 
< (pr~- l )  i+e/°, 
whence again (35) with A = 1 and 0 = (pr ~ 1)1/~. 
To establish the proposition we thus start by deriving a uniform estimate 
on the O(1) term in Theorem 2. Let us set 
r(P, n) = ~(P;  n) - nldo + d,P ire-1 + dzv(P) + d3w(P)]" 
From the exact expression of ~(P ;  n) derived from (34), we have 
r(P,n)=d, (~-npire-~)+d2 \..~ ( °~ j' npk ~rg(k') 
l<k<i  
(k i) +d3 \" °" lr 'k') 
9 
I <~k*-~i+ 1 (ln 
(36) 
_(P). ¢)(k) -[P]k. where, for simplicity here, we have set g(k)= gp(k); o, = o, , _, = u, , 
f(k) =fv(k) .  
To study the above sum, we take each of the terms separately. For each 
term, the summation can be split into two parts: for small values of k, the 
probabilities of occurrences are close to their asymptotic estimates and with 
the estimates of Theorem 1B, they contribute to a uniformly bounded value. 
For larger k, we can use Proposition 4 and Eq. (35); both the probabilities 
and their approximations are sufficiently small so that they also contribute a 
uniformly bounded O(1) term. Hence for some absolute constant Q, 
Jr(P, n)l < Q (37) 
for all P and all n >/ 1. 
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It is now easy to observe from the definition of v and w in Theorem 2, 
using (35) above tha~ uniformly in P, 
Putting together (37)-(39) concludes the proof of the proposition. 1 
3.3. Search of a Random Pattern in a Random Text 
We now propose to refine the previous observation concerning the 
linearity of tree-matching for a fixed pattern. We shall show that the 
valuations on patterns that define the linearity coefficient end to center 
around constant values. More precisely, let 
1 
__  \7 rmatc h (P; n) Z'match(m , n) = card{P/ip[ = m} fPT~=m 
be the expected search time of a random pattern in a random text. 
THEOREM 3. The search of a random pattern of size m in a random text 
of size n >~ m satisfies the estimate, for some constant do~ :
The proof is again technical and relies on the use of complex analysis. The 
basic steps are: 
(a) Counting the number of patterns of size m; this is a mere variant 
of developments in part 2.3. 
(b) Estimating the average values of valuations v(P), w(P) taken over 
all patterns of size m. We first need to give an inductive definition of v and 
w; these definitions (as in part2.1) lead to equations for corresponding 
generating functions. We then conclude by inspecting the dominant 
singularities of these generating functions (a in part 2.3). 
The proof is achieved by bounding the error terms in a uniform way. We 
shall now discuss each of these steps separately. 
A. Counting Patterns 
To count patterns, we recall (see Section 1) that a pattern is a tree defined 
by a set of symbols (S', v'), where 
S'  = S + • {x}, 
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where x is the "don't-care" symbol and S + the set of symbols of degree 
strictly larger than 0. The number of symbols of arity k in S' is thus 
s~'--s k for k /> lands~=l .  
The characteristic series of (S, v) is thus 
Z = - ¢ (o )  + 1. 
We shall define for the sequel 
~P(u) = V sku k = ~(u) -  q~(0). (40) 
k>/l 
Let r, be the number of patterns comprising n (internal or external) nodes. 
By Proposition I, the generating function 
R(z )= ~ r,z, (41) 
satisfies the equation 
R(z) = z(1 + ~(R(z)). (42) 
From the developments in part 2.3, follows that the series R has a finite 
radius of convergence pj given by 
rl (43) 
P l -  ~_/(rl) ' 
where r 1 is the smallest positive root of the equation 
T 1 ~/ ( r l )=  1 + 7J(rj). (44) 
The number of patterns of size n, then satisfies 
rn=a,p~nn-'/2 ( l + O (1 )  ) (45) 
with 
a, = V/(1 + ~u(r,)/2~"(r,).  
Furthermore in a neighbourhood of z = Pl, R(z) satisfies 
2' t 1/2 
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2"c 1 
gl(Pm) - and hl(,Ol) = 771 . 
Pl ~¢"t (Z" 1 ) 
The quantities p~, r~ do not in general coincide with p, r (the only case of 
coincidence is when S comprises a unique nullary symbol) but we always 
have 
Pl )P ,  
since for all n, r n ~ a n. 
B. Estimating the Average Value of Valuations 
We are interested here in the quantities 
vn= ~.~ v(P) and wn= ~., w(P) (47) 
IP[ =n IPl =n 
which determine the average values of v and w over all patterns of size n: 
V n W n 
vn = - -  and v~ n - 
rn r n 
To estimate these, we again introduce the corresponding enerating functions 
V(z )= ~. v,z" and W(z )= ,..,V wnz". (48) 
n/>l n>~l 
We shall first derive an inductive d finition for v and w; this will translate 
into equations satisfied by V and W. From these, we shall extract the 
singularities of V and W and finally conclude by a new use of Darboux's 
method. 
DEFINITION. Let P be a tree whose root has arity r, P = co(P 1 .... , Pr) ,  and 
with i internal nodes and e external nodes. For each j, 1 <~j ~< r, let ij and ej 
denote, respectively, the number of internal and external odes of Pj. 
Notation. 
I j=  S.~ i k for l~<j~r+l ,  
l <~k.<j 
ej = ~ e k for 1 ~<j~< r + 1. 
l~k<i j  
Hence /1=e1=0 and I r+ l= i  - 1, Gr+l =e .  
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LEMMA 
(i) 
3. The valuations v(P) and w(P) are defined inductively by: 
v(P) = 0 if P is a leaf ( i=O,e= 1), 
v(co(P1,...,er))= 1 + ~. pl+grc~+r-Jv(Pj). 
l ~j  <~r 
(ii) w(P) = 1 if P is a leaf, 
w(g°(el,'",Pr)) = Z Pl+t"Ce'+r-JW(PJ )"
l< j<r  
Proof Let us first remark that for l+t j~<k~<l+0+l ,  ~<j~<r: 
gp(k) = e.i + ~ - j  + gv.i(k - 1 - t i ), 
(49) 
fp(k) = ~: + fvi(k - 1 - t/). 
(i) Rephrasing the definition of v(P) we get 
v(P) = 1 + X" \~ pk-lvgp(k) 
l~ j~r  l+z/~k~l+ti+l  
\~ P l+tirej+r J E Pk'- lTgp/(k') =1+ ~ 
l <~j~r l <~k'<~i.i 
by (48) and the fact that l,i+l = lli+ lj, which establishes the first part of the 
lemma. 
~-~ nl+z"re+r &'tP~ By induction (ii) Let w= l<s<~v '~" ,,~-jJ. 
W= ~X~ Sj, 
O<,]<r 
where 
S j= \.~ (fp~(k)--fpi(k-- 1) pk+~iv~+r-J+% (k)
l~k~l+i  
and So = 0. Let J = {0} U {/1 ~ j  ~ r and ij ve 0 }, p = max J; for j ~ J\{ p} 
let v(j) be the smallest element of J greater than j, and v(p) = r + 1. Then 
Now for j E J: 
Tj= 
w = Z Ti, where T j= S~ S h. 
jcd j<~h< v(j) 
~. (fp,(k) - fp , (k  - 1)) pk+~'r~i+'-J+gP/k) 
l~k~l+i j  
+ Z pl+thr~h+r--h' 
j< h < v(i) 
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since for j < h < v(j), 
j < h < v(j), 
and 
By (49) we have 
fph(l)= 1, fpn(0)=gph(1)=0. 
*~ = zvo~,  % - h = ~vw - v ( j ) ,  
fp:(1 + 6) =f?(2 + t.v)) -- e: -- v(j) + j + 1, 
gpj(1 + 6) + gJ --J = g.o) -- v(j), 
l+ i j+ l~=l+t~u ), 
fp:(1 ) = f,:(O) = O. 
Furthermore, 
(fp(k) - fp (k  - 1) pk-, rg~k) 
2+tj<k<2+tvU) 
+ (fp(2 + t~q))--fp(1 + tvU)))pl+%o'r *'u,+ . . . .  U) 
for 
= ~_ ( fp(k) - f~(k-  1)) pk-'r g'¢k). 
2 + t, i~k~2+ tt,(j )
This expression still holds for j=  0 and j =p,  so that the second part of 
the lemma is proved: 
w= ~ T:= w(P). | 
j e J  
In order to get expressions for the power series V(z) and W(z), we 
introduce the power series Q(z) which is a solution of the equation 
Q(z) = rz + pz 7t(Q(z)). (50) 
Notice that Q(z) is the enumerating series of patterns whose leaves are 
weighted by r and whose internal nodes are weighted by p, so that the weight 
of a tree with i (resp. e) internal (resp. external) nodes is p%e. 
LEMMA 4. 
where 
The enumerating power series for valuations atisfy 
R(z) -- z z 
V(z)--  1 -- U(z)' W(z) -  1 -- U(z)' 
U(z) = pz(TJ(TR(z)) -- 7t(Q(z)))(rR(z) -- Q(z)) '. 
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Proof Let 
~¢~ = ~ P and 2 = ~ pireP 
PEM(S~,v  ~) P~M(S ' ,v ' )  
be the multiset of patterns and the multiset of patterns weighted by pire, 
respectively. Let ~ = ~e v(P) • P be the multiset of patterns weighted by the 
valuation v(P). By Lemma 3, ~ satisfies the equation 
~=~-{x}+p ~_ (co(~",r,~ ..... r ,~)+~(~,7 ,  r~  ..... ~.~) 
o~ES 4 
+ ..-+ co(J,..., M, Y ')). (51) 
Applying the usual homomorphism P--) z Ipr to (51) we derive the equation 
V(z)= R(z ) -  z + pz ~ \ "  ~.. ~_. V(z) QJ l(z)(rR(z))r-;. 
r oa~ v- I ( r )  l< j<r  
Hence 
where 
v(z) : R(z) - z + V(z). U(z), 
U(z )=pz  V s V __  r ,..., Q J - I ( z ) ( rR(z ) )  r j (52) 
r 1 <. i<r  
which yields the first part of the lemma. The expression for W(z) is obtained 
in a similar way from the inductive definition given in Lemma 3. II 
To exploit these rather cumbersome quations, we again study the 
dominant singularities of V(z) and W(z). From Proposition 6, V(z) and 
W(z) have the same radius of convergence Pl as R(z) and a more detailed 
study based on the method of Darboux gives the asymptotic behaviour of 
their coefficients. 
PROPOSITION 7. There exist two positive real constants voo and woo such 
that the average valuations v  = vn/r, and ff~, = wJr, satisfy 
Proof We already know by Proposition 6 that V and W have radius of 
convergence p~ and that the defining series are absolutely convergent on 
Iz l=pl .  It is easy to check by Eqs. (50), (52) and the expressions of
lemma 4 that the only singularity of V and W on their circle of convergence 
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is at z =&.  Therefore, we proceed to compute local expansions for V and W 
at this point. We have around Pl : 
(i) R(z) = r 1 + 9)1(1 - (z/p1)) 1/2 + O(1 - (z/pO) with r l ,  y, as previ- 
ously defined; 
(ii) W(1-R(z)) = r2 + y2(1 - (z/p1)) 1/2 + O(1 - (z/p,)) with 
r2 = ~(rr l ) ,  9)2 ---- rYl ~tT'/t ('L'1-1); 
(iii) since (1 - U(z)) -1 simplifies to 
(53) 
rR(z)  - Q(z) 
 R(z) - r z  - pz   e(1"R (z ) ) '  
we have 




Z'rl -- Z 
1"1"1 - -  1"Pl - -  PP l  Z2 
rYl  - -  1-3(2"71 - -  PPl  9)2) 




Z = Q(P0;  
V(Z)  = T 4 ~- 9)4(1 - -  (Z /p l ) )  1/2 "~- O(1  - -  (Z /p l ) )  with 
r4 = (Z'l -- Pl) Z'3, 9)4 = (rl -- P,) ))3 + Yl 1'3" (55) 
(v)  W(z)  = v, + Y5(1 - -  ( z /P l ) )  '/2 + 0(1  - ( z /P l ) )  with 
rs=P l r3 ,  Y5=Plg)3. (56) 
Whence, by Darboux 's  theorem 
V[Zh - -  ~)4 p -nn-3 /2  ' Vn= [zn] \ 1~ 2 -~ 1 
- -  9)5 -3/2 
w, = [z"] W(z) 2V ~ p~"n , 
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so that the last proposition is proved with 
voo =--,Y4 (57) 
71 
= I (58) 
Yx 
The proof of Theorem3 is now immediate from Theorem2 and 
proposition 5; from the definition 
1 
rmatch(m, n) =- -  \"  (do + d2v(P) + d3w(P)) n + O(1)) 
rm IP~=m 
= - -  d wm (do+d2 Vm + )n+O(1), 
rm 3 rm 
let do~ = do + d2/goo + d 3 woo ; since n/> m we conclude that 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We have analyzed pattern-matching on trees in a diversity of contexts, 
leaving only aside the case when generating functions have multiple 
singularities on their circle of convergence. In 4.1 below, we briefly mention 
the case of binary trees as an illustration of this last category of problems. 
Sample runs of the binary tree matching algorithm confirm the expected 
linearity of the algorithm and in fact the low dispersion of costs in the 
simulation suggests that the variance of costs is quite small. In 4.2, we 
present some numerical values of constants arising in the analysis of several 
classes of trees as they have been determined using the MACSYMA system 
for symbolic calculations. 
4.1. Binary Tree Matching 
We already noticed that the generating function B(z) of binary trees 
satisfies the equation 
B(z) = zq~(B(z)), where q~(u) = 1 + u 2. 
In this case, q~(u) does not satisfy condition C2, but the main results 
(Theorems l-3) can still be applied. More generally, let q~(u) be the series 
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associated to some family of trees and let r= gcd{nls . ~ 0}; one can show 
that there are now r dominant singularities for the generating functions 
enumerating trees and pattern occurrences. All these singularities are 
conjugates of p, i.e., they are expressed as 
pco J, j = O, 1 ..... r - -  1, 
where co is a primitive rth root of unity. The contributions corresponding to 
these singularities vanish when 
n ~ 1 (rood r). 
If n ~ 1 (mod r), these contributions add up to r times the contribution 
corresponding to z =p.  The same property holds for other generating 
functions (like, e.g., V(z), W(z) )  so that Theorems 1-3 can still be applied to 
these cases under the condition that n --- 1 (rood r). 
For binary trees this can be verified directly. We have 
B(z)  - 1 - v#ll -- 4z 2 
2z - R(z) ,  
Q(z )= 1--  ~/ i  -- 2z 2, 
Z 
U(z) = ½z(R(z) + Q(z))  .... 
/o \  /o\ /o \  
/ \ °/°\  o/°~ ° o 
o/', / \  / \ / \  / \  / \  
5 6 7 
Q o/O\o o o 
/ \ o / \ J \o 
/ \  \ / \  'o \o 
o/\ / / / /\ / \  /o \  / / \ \  / \  
8 8 9 10 
o/O\o / O\o 




o/ o / \  / \  / ° \  
o / \ / \ / 'o o/\o /o\ / \ 
/ 'o / \  / \ / \  o?\ / ) \  
/ x  / l  
13 14 14 15 16 
FIG. 4. Valuation w(P) for patterns of size 9. 
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TABLEI  
Convergenceofw./bnto w~ 
n 1 9 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 oo 
W n 
b, 
1 0.661 0.580 0.435 0.399 0.383 0.374 0.369 0.365 0.362 0.360 0.343 
and we finally obtain that 
vo~ ---- 2, woo = 6 - 4V/2 ~ 0.343 
which checks with formulae (56), (58). The result for voo is not surprising 
since for patterns P with i internal nodes, we have the exact formula 
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FIG. 5. Computation time of the algorithm in terms of procedure calls for random binary 
texts and patterns. 
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As to w(P), under the same condit ions, one can see that 
i+1  
2i <~ N(P) <~ 1. 
Figure 4 displays the values of  w(P) for i=  4 and the convergence of the 
ratio wn/b n to woo is shown in Table I. 
F igure 5 i l lustrates the behaviour of  the procedure MATCH on binary 
trees. Texts and patterns have been selected randomly with the constraint 
that in each case the pattern is smaller than the text. The size of  the text in 
indicated on the x axis and the total number of  procedure calls (MATCH 
and COMPARE)  is indicated on the y axis. This est imation corresponds to 
values of  the constants d o = d 2 -- d 3 = 1. One can see that the expected linear 
behaviour  of  the cost is conf i rmed and that the dispersion is quite low. 
On a typical  implementat ion of  the algorithm, compi led code from a 
Pascal  source program, the constants appearing in the analysis of  tree 
matching are found to be 
d o = 36, d 1 = 15, d 2 = 40, d 3 = 15. 
TABLE II 
Constants v~ and w~o for Various Families of Trees 
Number of Nodes of Arity 
0 1 2 3 4 
1 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 I 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 0 0 
1 5 i 0 0 
1 10 1 0 0 
1 0 100 0 0 
1 10 100 0 0 
1 100 100 0 0 
2 2 2 0 0 





1.5 6.88 × 10 .2 
1.230 3.99 × 10 2 
1.167 2.91 × 10 .2 
1.333 2.48 × 10 -2 
1.167 3.81 × 10 .3 
1.091 6.79 X 10 4 
1.005 1.26 × 10 .3 
1.014 3.79 × 10 .4 
1.007 5.84 X 10 6 
1.2 1.90 × 10 2 




Up to 2 Trees 
Up to 3 Trees 
Up to 4 Trees 
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4.2. The Valuations Corresponding to some Families of  Text and Pattern 
Trees 
We finally give var ious values of voo and woo corresponding to simple 
famil ies of  trees. For  each family we indicate the number of  labels of given 
arity and the corresponding values of  v~ and woo. It appears that voo tends 
to 1 when the cardinal i ty of  the alphabet increases, as can be seen in 
Table II. 
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